
It’s Time to Add a Debris Loader to Your Lineup 
 
A Crary® Bear Cat® Debris Loader makes cleanup fun. And who doesn’t love to have fun while working? 
As a rental business, add a Debris Loader to your lineup to be able to meet the demand of your 
customers; from homeowners to landscape crews. Leaves, grass and other light debris is picked up and 
broken down as efficiently as possible. Plus, the large commercial grade steel ribbed hose allows for 
high amounts of debris to be cleaned up quickly. With 8”, 10” and 12” models in the family, there is a 
Crary Bear Cat Debris Loader that will meet your customer’s needs. We’re going to break down the 
three models here for you. 
 
DL8: 8-Inch Debris Loader 
 
The Crary Bear Cat DL8, 8-inch debris loader, makes leaf and yard debris removal an easy one-man 
operation. It’s powered by a 420cc Briggs & Stratton® engine. Easy recoil start, low fuel consumption 
and low emissions are just a few benefits of this powerful and reliable engine. 
 
The DL8 is designed with a 360 degree rotating discharge chute. It features a heavy steel impeller fan 
with serrated blades for superior and a CFM greater than 3500. The 12-foot heavy duty intake hose is 
designed with a lightweight aluminum handle, which allows for easy maneuverability and decreases 
operator fatigue. There are a number of accessories to choose from which include a 4-foot flexible 
horizontal discharge chute extension and 16” vertical discharge extension. 
 
Crary Bear Cat Cat Claws™ add extra shredding power to our dominant lineup of Debris Loaders. 
Engineered with additional cutting points and serrated blades to provide extra shredding. This added 
reduction of material provides more handling efficiency, whether picking up and blowing material into a 
trailer, truck bed, or on the ground. 
 
 
DL10: 10-Inch Debris Loader 
 
The Crary Bear Cat DL10, 10-inch intake Debris Loader is offered worldwide through authorized Crary 
Bear Cat dealers. 
 
During the design process, the DL10’s functionality was top priority. The base of the unit was redesigned 
to incorporate handles. The handles are located higher on the machines for easy installation on receiver 
hitch or loading. 
 
The discharge tube on this model is also 360 degree rotational and lets the operator choose the 
direction of the discharged material. Debris reduction is also increased with the all new serrated blade 
impeller fan. The fan creates a CFM rating of over 3900! 
 
It’s powered by a 570cc Briggs and Stratton Vanguard® engine. Electric start, low fuel consumption and 
low emissions are just a few benefits of this powerful and reliable engine. 
 
The 12-foot, heavy duty, intake hose is designed with a lightweight aluminum handle, which allows for 
easy maneuverability and decreases operator fatigue. There are a number of accessories to choose from 
which include: 12-volt work light kit, 4-foot flexible horizontal chute extension and 16-inch vertical 
discharge tube extension. 
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Crary Bear Cat Cat Claws™ add extra shredding power to our dominant lineup of Debris Loaders. 
Engineered with additional cutting points and serrated blades to provide extra shredding. This added 
reduction of material provides more handling efficiency, whether picking up and blowing material into a 
trailer, truck bed, or on the ground. 
 
DL12: 12-Inch Debris Loader 
 
The Crary Bear Cat DL12 is built with a belt drive, this allows for an easy, smooth start, especially in 
colder weather. This machine also features the 896cc Briggs and Stratton Vanguard® engine, which 
provides smooth, reliable torque throughout the rpm range, lower fuel consumption and a user friendly 
electric start. This model comes standard with replaceable wear liners within the housing unit; this 
increases the durability of the machine and enhances the owner’s return on investment. Shown with 
optional trailer above. 
 
The DL12 Debris Loader comes with a range of unique features and options. The skid mount base can be 
used to mount to a trailer or truck bed, depending on the application. The 12’ heavy duty intake hose is 
designed with a lightweight aluminum handle, which allows for easy maneuverability and decreases 
operator fatigue. The DL12 model is also designed with a 360° rotating discharge chute allows for 
multiple loading options for a range of applications and lets the operator choose the direction of the 
discharge material. There are a number of accessories to choose from which include: universal road 
towable trailer kit, wear liner replacement kit and a 4’ flexible horizontal chute extension. 
 
Crary® Bear Cat® Cat Claws™ add extra shredding power to our dominant lineup of Debris Loaders. 
Engineered with additional cutting points and serrated blades to provide extra shredding. This added 
reduction of material provides more handling efficiency, whether picking up and blowing material into a 
trailer, truck bed, or on the ground. 
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